
CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

No Strings Theatre is pleased to announce a virtual Audition call for its Summer Development
Workshop of a Caribbean Musical (about West Indian Mythology) titled “Dario et La Diablesse”.

With Book & Lyrics by Sasky Louison and Music by Darryl Johnson-Dennie, the workshop will
be overseen by industry professionals Mark Cassius and Richardo Keens-Douglas.

We are seeking singer/actors who are emerging artists age 19 - 35 and  teen singer/actors age
13 – 18, contemporary or legit voices, who learn music and harmonies quickly; we are
particularly interested in applicants of Caribbean descent (regardless of race) or of African
descent,  however, persons from all racial backgrounds are encouraged to submit.

The dates of this virtual workshop are scheduled for this summer of 2021 - July 6 - 8,  13- 15,
and 20 - 22. It is anticipated that the workshop will conclude with a recording that may be
given a brief online presentation. This is a non-equity gig , however, the cast will receive a
monetary gift for their participation.

Interested applicants are asked to submit a youtube video with one up-tempo song, one ballad
(one song of Afrocentric style if possible) and a short contemporary monologue (totalling no
more than 5 minutes including a brief introduction).

Submissions, with a resume in PDF format, and unlisted youtube video should be forwarded to
auditions@nostringstheatre.com no later than 5:00 p.m. on Saturday, May 15, 2021.

For more information, please contact the Artistic Director, Denise Williams at
denisewilliams@nostringstheatre.com
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DARIO ET LA DIABLESSE

Dario et la Diablesse: A Caribbean Musical, is a story with a twist. Instead of harming Dario - her
prey - La Diablesse falls deeply in love with him and is willing to do whatever it takes to be his
wife... even if it means becoming fully human. La Diablesse however, must convince Dario’s
stern yet eccentric grandmother that she loves her grandson. La Diablesse must also convince
her father - the Devil - to not steal Dario’s soul.

The musical is filled with the sounds of the Caribbean namely drums, steelpan, soca, calypso,
reggae, extempo, zouk, jazz and R&B. It is poetic, filled with prose and a good laugh for all. It is
safe to say that Dario et la Diablesse: A Caribbean Musical is a cross between Once On This Island
and The Little Mermaid.

ROLES

LEAD - 6

Lead non-singing
Griot - Storyteller (any gender)

Lead Singing roles
La Diablesse - female identifying
Dario - male identifying
The Devil - male identifying (will also consider female)
Ron (Dario’s father) - male identifying
Sheila (Ron’s wife) - female identifying

ENSEMBLE - 4


